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Wild Wombat Gin
42% Alc. by Vol. - 84 Proof.
Australian Legend

From the Outback to the front bar, WW is rugged elegance in every sip.
A fair dinkum rip snorter of a spirit that is guaranteed to put a smile on your dial.

Staunched and spirited, this remarkably soft gin is distilled in a modern multi plate 
column still from Australian wheat, diluted with fresh Australian spring water and 

then infused with our eleven botanicals recipe which results in what we believe a truly 
Australian Gin should taste like.

Our WW Gin it’s free of any unnatural ingredients.

Drink it at ground level.
Distilled & Bottled Down Under.







Easy pouring with retractable spring pourer.



Wild Wombat Vodka
40% Alc. by Vol. - 80 Proof.
Australian Legend

From the Outback to the front bar, WW is rugged elegance in every sip.
A fair dinkum rip snorter of a spirit that is guaranteed to put a smile on your dial.

Staunched and spirited, this remarkably soft vodka is distilled in a modern multi plate
column still from Australian wheat and diluted with fresh Australian spring water.

Our WW Vodka it’s free of any unnatural ingredients.

Drink it at ground level.
Distilled & Bottled Down Under.







Easy pouring with retractable spring pourer.



Wild Wombat Wild Berry Vodka
40% Alc. by Vol. - 80 Proof.
Australian Legend

From the Outback to the front bar, WW is rugged elegance in every sip.
A fair dinkum rip snorter of a spirit that is guaranteed to put a smile on your dial.

Staunched and spirited, this remarkably soft berry vodka is distilled in a modern multi 
plate column still from Australian wheat, diluted with fresh Australian spring water 

and then infused with our natural Tayberry flavour.

Our WW Wild Berry it’s free of any unnatural ingredients.

Drink it at ground level.
Distilled & Bottled Down Under.







Easy pouring with retractable spring pourer.



Wild Wombat Coffee Liqueur
30% Alc. by Vol. - 60 Proof.
Australian Legend

From the Outback to the front bar, WW is rugged elegance in every sip.
A fair dinkum rip snorter of a spirit that is guaranteed to put a smile on your dial.

Staunched and spirited, this remarkably soft liqueur is distilled in a modern multi 
plate column still from Australian wheat, diluted with fresh Australian spring water 
and then infused with our award winning cold brewed coffee from our secret blend 

of 100% Arabica beans.

Our WW Coffee it’s free of any unnatural ingredients.

Drink it at ground level.
Distilled & Bottled Down Under.







Easy pouring with retractable spring pourer.







Wild Wombat Bush Gin 1
42% Alc. by Vol. - 84 Proof.
Australian Legend

From the Outback to the front bar, WW is rugged elegance in every sip.
A fair dinkum rip snorter of a spirit that is guaranteed to put a smile on your dial.

Staunched and spirited, this remarkably soft gin is distilled in a modern multi plate 
column still from Australian wheat, diluted with fresh Australian spring water and 

then infused with our bush botanicals recipe of Juniper, Lemon Aspen, Passion Berry, 
Wild Lime, Davidson Plum, River Mint and Orris Root, resulting in what we believe 

a truly Australian gin should taste like.

Our WW Gin it’s free of any unnatural ingredients.

Drink it at ground level.
Distilled & Bottled Down Under.



COMING SOON.





Easy pouring with retractable spring pourer.



Wild Wombat Bush Gin 11
42% Alc. by Vol. - 84 Proof.
Australian Legend

From the Outback to the front bar, WW is rugged elegance in every sip.
A fair dinkum rip snorter of a spirit that is guaranteed to put a smile on your dial.

Staunched and spirited, this remarkably soft gin is distilled in a modern multi plate 
column still from Australian wheat, diluted with fresh Australian spring water and 

then infused with our bush botanicals recipe of Juniper, Quandong, Kakadu, 
Wattleseed, Murray River Salt and Wild Lime, resulting in what we believe a truly 

Australian gin should taste like.

Our WW Gin it’s free of any unnatural ingredients.

Drink it at ground level.
Distilled & Bottled Down Under.



COMING SOON.





Easy pouring with retractable spring pourer.



Wild Wombat Sloe Gin
42% Alc. by Vol. - 84 Proof.
Australian Legend

From the Outback to the front bar, WW is rugged elegance in every sip.
A fair dinkum rip snorter of a spirit that is guaranteed to put a smile on your dial.

Staunched and spirited, this remarkably soft gin is distilled in a modern multi plate 
column still from Australian wheat, diluted with fresh Australian spring water and 
then infused with our botanicals recipe of Juniper and Quandong fruit from the 

Australian outback, resulting in what we believe a truly Australian gin should taste like.

Our WW Gin it’s free of any unnatural ingredients.

Drink it at ground level.
Distilled & Bottled Down Under.



COMING SOON.





Easy pouring with retractable spring pourer.



Wild Wombat Jolly Roger Strength Gin
58.8% Alc. by Vol. - 117.6 Proof.
Australian Legend

From the Outback to the front bar, WW is rugged elegance in every sip.
A fair dinkum rip snorter of a spirit that is guaranteed to put a smile on your dial.

Staunched and spirited, this remarkably soft maritime gin is distilled in a modern 
multi plate column still from Australian wheat, diluted with fresh Australian spring 
water and then infused with our botanicals recipe of Juniper, Orange, Star Anise, 
Cardamon, Clove, Kakadu, Wattleseed and a natural black mineral dye resulting in 

what we believe a truly Australian Wombat Pirate gin should taste like.

Our WW Gin it’s free of any unnatural ingredients.

Drink it at ground level.
Distilled & Bottled Down Under.



COMING SOON.





Easy pouring with retractable spring pourer.











www.blueharbourspirits.com

The �rst luxury spirits range from Australia is created 
with uncompromising quality, outstanding ingredients, 

innovative design and close to nature. 

Dive into the world of unparalleled taste and 
exquisite uniqueness. Sail into the blue waters, 

feel the breeze and let the sunlight warm your skin.

Now step ashore, 
and welcome to Blue Harbour.





TASTING NOTES
Blue Harbour Blue

Straight Vodka

The �rst luxury vodka from Australia is created with uncompromising quality, 
outstanding ingredients, innovative design and close to nature. 

Our BH Vodka is crafted in a copper still with a multi plate column from Australian 
wheat, �ltered multiple times, diluted with fresh Australian spring water and then 

hand bottled resulting in the cleanest and softest spirit. 

BH Blue is an ultra soft sipping vodka, therefore, we recommend to drink it neat or 
on the rocks. 

40% Alc. by Vol. - 80 Proof.

WELCOME TO

AUSTRALIA





TASTING NOTES
Blue Harbour Purple

Gin

The �rst luxury Gin from Australia is created with uncompromising quality, 
outstanding ingredients, innovative design and close to nature. 

Our BH Gin is crafted in a copper still with a multi plate column from Australian 
wheat, �ltered multiple times, diluted with fresh Australian spring water, infused 

with Australian botanicals and then hand bottled resulting in the cleanest 
and softest spirit. 

BH Purple is an ultra soft sipping gin, therefore, we recommend to drink it neat or 
on the rocks. 

42% Alc. by Vol. - 84 Proof.

WELCOME TO

AUSTRALIA





TASTING NOTES
Blue Harbour Black

Black Tru�e Infusion Vodka

The �rst luxury Tru�e vodka from Australia is created with uncompromising 
quality, outstanding ingredients, innovative design and close to nature. 

Our BH Tru�e Vodka is crafted in a copper still with a multi plate column from 
Australian wheat, �ltered multiple times, diluted with fresh Australian spring water, 

resulting in the cleanest and softest spirit. then infused with fresh Perigord 
Australian Black Tru�es, harvested between June and August. Our tru�es come from 

North East Victoria.

BH Black has a bright gold colour and its velvety texture and deep �avour makes it 
the perfect ingredient for signature cocktails.  

Limited edition. We produce between 100 to 200 bottles per season depending on 
the amount of fresh black tru�es we can source and it 

Each bottle is Numbered & Signed.
40% Alc. by Vol.                            

 

WELCOME TO

AUSTRALIA





TASTING NOTES
Blue Harbour Red

Baijiu

The �rst Baijiu from Australia is created with uncompromising quality, 
outstanding ingredients, innovative design and close to nature. 

Our BH Baijiu is crafted in a copper still with a multi plate column from Australian 
wheat, Sorghum, Rice and Barley, �ltered Multiple times, diluted with fresh 

Australian spring water and then hand bottled resulting in the cleanest and softest spirit. 

BH Red is an ultra soft sipping Baijiu, therefore, we recommend to drink it neat. 

53% Alc. by Vol. - 106 Proof.

WELCOME TO

AUSTRALIA





TASTING NOTES
Blue Harbour Pink

Strawberry Vodka Cream Liqueur

The �rst luxury cream liqueur from Australia is created with uncompromising 
quality, outstanding ingredients, innovative design and close to nature.

Our BH Vodka is crafted in a copper still with a multi plate column from Australian 
wheat, �ltered multiple times, diluted with fresh Australian spring water, resulting 
in the cleanest and softest spirit, then infused with natural strawberry �avour and cream.

BH pink quality and �avour pro�le di�er from mainstream cream liqueurs.  
The intense natural strawberry �avour is predominant followed by �avour layers 

of cream, soft BH vodka and low sugar.

17% Alc. by Vol. - 35 Proof.

WELCOME TO

AUSTRALIA





TASTING NOTES
Blue Harbour White

Vanilla Vodka Cream Liqueur

The �rst luxury cream liqueur from Australia is created with uncompromising 
quality, outstanding ingredients, innovative design and close to nature.

Our BH Vodka is crafted in a copper still with a multi plate column from Australian 
wheat, �ltered multiple times, diluted with fresh Australian spring water, resulting 

in the cleanest and softest spirit, then infused with natural vanilla bean �avour and cream.

BH White quality and �avour pro�le di�er from mainstream cream liqueurs.  
The intense natural vanilla bean �avour is predominant followed by �avour layers 

of cream, soft BH vodka and low sugar.

17% Alc. by Vol. - 35 Proof.

WELCOME TO

AUSTRALIA





TASTING NOTES
Blue Harbour Dark

Dark Chocolate Vodka Cream Liqueur

The �rst luxury cream liqueur from Australia is created with uncompromising 
quality, outstanding ingredients, innovative design and close to nature. 

Our BH Vodka is crafted in a copper still with a multi plate column from Australian 
wheat, �ltered multiple times, diluted with fresh Australian spring water, resulting 
in the cleanest and softest spirit, then infused with natural dark chocolate �avour and cream.

BH Dark and �avour pro�le di�er from mainstream cream liqueurs.  The intense 
natural dark chocolate �avour is predominant followed by �avour layers of cream, 

soft BH vodka and low sugar.

17% Alc. by Vol. - 35 Proof.

WELCOME TO

AUSTRALIA







Blue Harbour Spirits is part of

New Australia Spirits Company Group (NASC)

which is the first company to have designed and produced

world class Australian Luxury and Super Premium spirits

brands with proprietary packing and concepts 

made 100% with natural ingredients. 

NASC products are distilled and bottled in Australia.

WWW.NASCSPIRITS.COM


